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Modified Bloch equations were used to simulate the solution EPR spectra of mixed-valence heteropolyanions containing 
vanadium(IV) and vanadium(V). Simulated are the 15-, 22-, 36- and 43-line spectra of a・l,2-[PV(IV)VWio()4o]6-, [P2V(IV) V2 
W15O62]10； [HP2V(IV)V2W15O62]9' and fl-l^.a-IHSiVdV^WgO^]7； respectively. The transition probabilities for the in
tramolecular electron transfer were determined from the simiU휴tions.

Introduction

Recently we have simulated the temperature-dependent 
EPR spectra of mixed-valence copper(II)-copper(I) comple
xes,1 using the modified Bloch equations.2,3 The simulation 
made it possible to determine the transition probability for 
the intramolecular electron transfer, and the activation 
energy when spectra at several different temperatures were 
available.

We have applied the same method to the simulation of the 
EPR spectra of mixed-valence heteropolyanions containing 
vanadium(IV) and vanadium(V), which show a variety of in
teresting EPR spectra. So far four types of solution spectra

f Dedicated to Professor Nung Min Yoon on the occasion of his 60th 
birthday.

have been observed: a 15-line spectrum for [SiV(IV)VW10 
O40]7- [P2V(IV)VW16O62]9-, and a-l,2-[PV(IV)VW10O40]6-; 
4-6 a 22-line spectrum for [P2V(IV)V2W15O62]10-; 5 a 36-line 
spectrum for (HP2V(IV)V2Wi5O62] 9~ in which the VO6 
octahedra are edge-shared; 5 and a 43-line spectrum for 
a-l,2,3-[HSiV(IV)V2W9O4()]7- in which the VO6 octahedra 
are comer-shared.4 The simulation of these spectra is 
reported in this paper.

Simulation of the Spectra

The 15-Line Spectrum. When a heteropolyanion con
taining two equivalent vanadium(V) atoms connected by a 
bridging oxygen atom is reduced, it shows a 15-line spec
trum.4"6 In order to simulate the spectrum, we first calculate 
the positions of eight hyperfine lines expected when the
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unpaired electron is trapped on one vanadium (I = 7/2) atom, 
then calculate the spectrum for each combination of two nu
clear spin states using the modified Bloch equations,2-3 and 
finally add up the spectra for all possible combinations of the 
nuclear spin states.

When the unpaired electron is trapped on one vanadium 
atom, the positions of the hyperfine lines in the solution spec
trum may be calculated by the following equation:7

B (m) = (l/g£) {hv -am- (a2/2/t^) )/(/+/)- m2}] (1)

where m = T+l,…,+1, and g and a are the g value and 
the hyperfine coupling constant, respectively. When an elec
tron is hopping between the two equivalent vanadium atoms, 
the total complex magnetic moment i응 given by the following 
equation:8

electron. When the electron is delocalized over two vana
dium atoms with nuclear spin states and w2, the position 
of the spectral line is given by

0. 5 (23 —以 一 Q b) +2iP
“ ‘허1 ((力 - 如)+iP} I S - 기+尸 

o)a= coA ~i/T2A ; &b=i/T?B

(2)

(3)

where P is the transition probability of the electron from one 
vanadium atom to the other in the unit time, 7% and T福 are 
the transverse relaxation times of the electron in VA and VB, 
Mo is the static magnetization, and 邮 are the resonance 
frequencies x 2-rin the absence of hopping, and other sym
bols have their usual meaning.

The intensity of the spectral line is proportional to v, the 
imaginary part of M. As was shown before/ the first deriva
tive of v with respect to the magnetic field B is given by

dv
~dB =

(78M^)〔(Q7+R'S)(QJK2)—2(q7、—rs)(QQ」RR')〕

d'
B= (l/g/9) \hu - a' (J+l) — 必〕.

(14)

According to the hopping electron model, the average mag
netic field for the two nuclear spin states and m2 is given 
by

B= (l/g£) [hy 一 成- + 皿)—(1+1) - mi - ?展〕.

卩 (15)

In order that the above two equations agree with each other 
for all combinations of tn； and m2t a' must be 0& and the se
cond order energy term in Eq. (15) must be reduced to one 
half of its value. Thus we have introduced a reduction factor 
r, so that r= 1 corresponds to the trapped electron and r=0.5 
to the delocalized electron. It is probable that an intermediate 
value of r produces the best simulation for an intermediate 
transition probability.

Thus we have used seven adjustable parameters to simu
late the spectrum: g, a, P, c, d, ft and r. The line positions are 
determined by g} a and r, the relative intensities of the 15 
hyperfine lines by Pf and the line widths or the peak heights 
of the hyperfine lines by c, d and f.

The 22-Line Spectrum. [P2^3W15O62]9_ may be repre
sented by the following abbreviated form.

gBQ+RV
⑷

(5)

(6)

(7) 
⑻ 
⑼

(10)

(11)

(12)

、、/
When one of the vanadium atoms is reduced, a 22-line spec
trum is observed.

Since all three vanadium atoms are equivalent, only one 
parameter is needed to represent 比e transition probability of 
the unpaired electron. The derivation of dv/dB is essentially 
the same as the 15-line case. Here only the result is given.

dv/dB= - \ / 3g^ (Q2+R2)2\

x WR^QR,-R,S-RS,) (Q2+A2) 
-2(QT-RS) (QQ+眼)〕 (16)

with
Q= (B-BJ (B-&) -叽吼-”1"叭)

R-(B- Ba) (Ws+p) + (B- Bb)
S=Q.5(2B-Ba-Bb}
T=0. 5 (% + Wb)+2p

Q"dQ/dB)=2B-B「玖

R' = (dR/dB) = WA^W^2p

WA = ti/gfiT2A ; WB = H/gfiT2B
p=Ph/gfi

The line width is known to vary according to the formula7

W = c + dm+fm七 (13)

A cubic term may be included to get a closer fit between the 
measured and calculated line widths, but we have neglected 
this usually small term.7

Preliminary calculations showed that an 8-line spectrum 
changed gradually to a 15-line spectrum as the P value was 
increased. But the spacings between the hyperfine lines in 
the calculated 15-line spectrum did not match those in the 
measured spectrum. A better simulation could be obtained 
when the second order energy term in Eq. (1) was reduced to 
one half of its value. This reduction may be justified by the 
following argument. When the hopping rate is extremely 
fast, the system must approach to a system with a delocaliz
ed electron. When the electron is delocalized over two vana-

where
Q = XYZ-XWbWc- YWaWc-ZW.,WB-3p!(X+ Y+ Z)

-2plX(l% + 0싱+ y(W + Wc) + Z(W，,+WB)} (17)

R = XYWc+XZWb+ YZWa+2p (xy+ YZ+XZ) - WAWBWC
-3p2(W,~WB+Wc)-2p(WAWB+WAWc+WBWc) (18)

S = XY+YZ~XZ-WaWb-WaWc-WrWc - 27p2
-6pWrt IVb4 IVC) (19)

T=X(WB+WC)丄 Y(Wa + Wc) + Z(Wa + Wb) +6p (X+ Y+ Z)

Q' =dQ/dB= (XU YZ+XZ) - (WAWB^WAWC^WBWC) 
-9p2~4p(WA-WBi-Wc) (21)

R' =d&/dB=X(lK+W시+ Y(W4 + Wc) + Z(W4 + Wb)
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+4p(X+V+Z) (22)

S，=dS/dB=2(X+y+Z) (23)
T'=dT/d3=2(服+ M+Wc)+18p (24)

X=B-Ba : Y=B-Bb ; Z=B-Bc (25)
WA = h/g^T2A ; WLM홍3T% ; Wc-n/gfiT2C (26)

p=Ph/gP (27)

Here the limiting r value for the extremely fast hopping rate 
is found to be 1/3.

The 36- and 43-Line Spectra. The heteropolyanions 
responsible for the 36- or 43-line spectrum may be represen
ted by the following abbreviated form.

Since protonation at a bridging oxygen atom prevents elec
tron transfer effectively,9 the above group may also be repre
sented by OH-V^-O-Vg-O-Vc-OH sequence.

The modified Bloch equations contain two different tran
sition probabilities, Pj for the transition from V』(or V() to VB 
and P2 for the reverse transition. The derivation of dv/dB is 
again straightforward and only the result is given below.

dv/dB= - \7BrMoH / gB(Q1+R1)2\
x[(Q'R + QR'-R' S-RS') (Q2+R2)
-2(QT-RS) (Q0+RF)〕 (28)

Q-XYZ- X(WBWc+pip1+plWB+2p2Wc')

-y^Wc+pHp^+p.Wc)
(29)

R = XY(Wc+pl)+XZ(WB+2p2) + YZWM) - WAWBWc

-p1P2 (WA + Wc) -plWB-P1 WWb+WMc) -2pzWAWc
(30)

S X Y+ yZ - 2pj - 4 - wj佐-WBWc

-P，饥+2Wb+M) - 2饥阳+Wc)}
+fB\XZ-WAWc-p^-2plP2- (.Pl+P1) (W』+服)} (31)

t=fA\ xwB+ y(w.+Wc)+zwB+Pl(x+2 y+ z)
+2彻(X+ Z) f +AI XWc+ZWA + (p> +p2) (X+ Z) 1 (32)

Q- =XY+XZ+YZ- \WAWB+WAWc+WBWc+2PlPi+Pi

+2p2(17*+Wc)+pi(W<i+2Wb+Wc)} (33)

R' = (X+ y) Wc+pi) + (X+Z) (WB+2Pi)
+ (Y+Z) (w^+p,) (34)

S' =fA(.X+2Y+Z)+fB(X+Z) (35)

T'f饥+20"筋+饥+4袂)

+fB(WA + Wc+2.pr+2p2) 的

。牛R/(£+2R);/4B/CR+2R) (37)

Wl이gBTs ; WB = h/gfiT1B-, Wc=H/gfiT2c (38)

Pi= Pth/gfi ； 히gB (39)

A 36-line spectrum can be obtained when Pj/Pz is near 3 
or 0.25. But onlyR/3 = 3 produced a correct intensity pat-

Figure 1. (A) Measured and (B) simulated 15-line EPR spectra of 
[PV(IV)VW10O40]6- at 336K. 0.31489 cmf

Figure 2. (A) Measured and (B) simulated 22-line EP효 spectra of 
[P2VaV)V2W15O62]10- at 336K. 0.31488 cm-1.

Figure 3. (A) Measured and (B) simulated 36-line EPR spectra of 
[HP2V(rV)V2W15O62]9* at 353K. A small amount of diprotonated 
species contributes to the spectrum. See the text, v- 0.31472 cm-1.

tern in the calculated spectrum. The limiting r value for 
extremely fast electron hopping is found to be 11/25.

A 43-line spectrum can be obtained when P1/P2 is near 4. 
The limiting r value for extremely fast electron hopping is 
1/2.

Results and Discussion

Simulation of the Spectra. The experimental and si
mulated spectra are shown in Figures 1-4. The parameters
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Table 1. Parameters Used for Simulating the EPR Spectra

할ype Compound Temp.
(K) g

-fl*
(cm-1)

P/prP)
(109 s-i)

p2 r c
(mT)

d 
(mT)

f
(mT)

15-line [PV(IV)VW10O40]6- 336 1.957 0.00944 344 — 0.5 2.046 -0.129 0.074
22-line [p2v(rv)v2w15o62]1(>- 336 1.953 0.0092 22.3 —— 0.5 2.026 -0.043 -0.023
36-line [HP2V(IY)V2W15O62J9- 353 1.956 0.00932 72.3 24.1 0.5 1.67 -0.086 0.027
43-line [HSiVdV^WgO^]7- 357 1.958 0.00944 96.4 24.1 0.5 0.83 -0.057 0.096
The negative value of a has been assumed. See ref. 7.

Figure 4. (A) Measured and (B) simulated 43-line EPR spectra of 
[HSiV(IV)V2W9O40]7- at 357K. g 0.31488 cm녀.

used in the simulation are listed in Table 1. The g and a 
values are similar to those of [PV(IV)WnO40]5' (g= 1.952, 
a = 0.00907 cm-1) or [SiV(IV)WHO40]7- (g=1.957, o = 
0.00877 cm-1) which has only one vanadium atom.10

For the 15-line spectrum of a-1,2-[PVCIVJVW^O^]6- (PV 
(IV)V), the best overall fit could be obtained for a very large 
value of P. In fact, P = 344 x 109 s시 = 12.6 T is so large that 
the spectrum changes only slightly when the P value is in
creased beyond this value. The heights of some middle lines 
could not be simulated correctly.

The 22-line spectrum of [P2V(IV)V2W15O62]1°- (P2V(IV) 
VJ could be simulated quite nicely; see Figure 2. Here the 
resulting P= 22.3 x 109 s'1 = 0.816 T is much smaller than 
that of the 15-line spectrum, but still about ten time오 the 
spacing between the two outermost lines.

We could simulate the general feature of the 36-line spec
trum of [HP2V(IV)V2W15O62]9- (HPMIV)V2)using P】= 

3P?= 72.3 x 10으 s~L However, the line heights in the simu
lated spectrum changed monotonically without the irregula
rity observed in the measured spectrum. The irregular fea
ture could be obtained when the calculated 15-line spectrum 
in Figure 1 was superimposed on the 364ine spectrum. This 
indicates that a species showing a 15-line spectrum coexists 
with the species responsible for the 36-line spectrum. We 
believe this is the diprotonated species, [H2P2V(IV)V2W15 
O62]8-, which should show a 15-line spectrum just as 
[H2PV(rV)V2W9O40]5_ does.으 The amount of 比is diproton
ated species was found to be only 2% by the simulation.

The simulation of the 43-line spectrum of [HSiV(IV)V2W9 
O40]7- (HSiV(IV)V2) is not very satisfactory. Although we 
could simulate the line positions and general shape of the 
spectrum using P2 = 4P2- 96.4 x 109 s* the relative heights 

of some lines did not match those in the measured spectrum.
We have found a reduction factor r = 0.5 gives good line 

positions for all four cases. This value is the limiting value for 
15- and 43-line spectra, for which the transition probabilities 
are large. For the 22-line spectrum r= 0.5 generates better 
line positions than the limiting value, 0.33. The relatively 
small value of F for this system justifies an intermediate re
duction factor. For the 36-line spectrum r= 0.5 generates 
better line positions than the limiting value, 0.44. This may 
again be attributed to the relatively small values of Pfor this 
system.

Transition Probabilities. Since the transition probabili
ties are large compared with the spacing between the two 
outermost lines, the spectral change is not very sensitive to 
the P values. Thus it was not possible to determine the P 
values accurately, the estimated error being ± 10%. In addi
tion, the spectra are not well-resolved at room temperature.11 
These two factors, namely inaccurate P values and the nar
row temperature range to observe well-resolved spectra pre
vented us from studying the temperature dependence of the 
transition probability.

The 15- or 22-line spectrum could be simulated with one P 
value. This indicates that the unpaired electron spends equal 
time on each vanadium atom in PV(IV)V or P2V(IV)V2. Two 
different parameters and P2 were needed to simulate the 
36-or 43-line spectrum. The fraction of time the unpaired ele
ctron spends on each vanadium atom in HP2V(IV)V2 or HSiV 
(IV)V2 can be calculated by Eq. (37). The results are sum
marized below:

»,2v(iv)v2 mp2v( IV)V2 HSiV(JV)V2

It is noted that the electron spends more time on VB than 
% (or VJ for both HP^V(IV)V2 and HSiV(IV)V2. If the un
paired electron is described as hopping among three poten
tial wells located at the three vanadium atoms, fB>fA means 
that the potential well at VBis the deepest. Thus, the electron 
is expected to get trapped on VB at a low temperature. But 
the low-temperature spectrum of HP2V(IV)V2 consists of 
eight broad lines, some of which show eight superhyperfine 
lines.5 This is possible only when the electron is trapped on 
VA or Vc- The reason for this discrepancy is not understood 
now.

It is noted that the P2 values of 3 6- and 43-line spectra are 
similar to the P value of the 22-line spectrum. This indicates 
that the depth of the potential well at VB is similar at three
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Figure 5. The line width parameters against m. -o-o -15-line, 
-x - x-22-line, -o-o-■ 36-line, — x-43-line spectrum.

systems. When one oxygen atom is protonated, the potential 
wells at VA and Vc become shallower, as are shown by 
P1>P2 or fB >fA for HP2V(IV)V2 and HSiV(IV)V2.

Line Width Parameters. The line width parameters re
sulting from the simulations are plotted against m in Figure
5. Since these parameters represent the widths of the hyper
fine lines when the electron is trapped on one vanadium 
atom, they should be similar to the EPR line widths of a Keg
gin- or Dawson-structure heteropolyanions containing one 
vanadium(IV) atom. The parabolas representing the line 
width variations of the Keggin-structure anions, PV(IV)V 
and HSiV(IV)V2, are similar to those12 of [PV(IV)WnO40]5-, 
but the absolute values are in poor agreement. The agre은- 

m은nt is even worse, when the line width parameters of Daw- 
son-strticture anions, P2V(IV)V2 and HP2V(rV)V2, are com
pared with the line widths12 of [P2V(IV)W17O62]8-* The de
pendence of the line width on m for P2V(IV)V2 is an inverted 
parabola with broader middle lines. This kind of behavior has 
not been observed for [P2V(IV)Wi7O62]8"- It seems that 
another factor, which was not taken into account explicitly in 

our spectral simulation, contributes to the line shape.

Concluding Remarks

We have shown that the solution EPR spectra of various 
mixed-valence heteropolyanions containing vanadium(IV) 
and vanadium(V) can be simiUat은d, using a hopping electron 
model. Although some details are not simulated exactly, the 
general contours of the spectra are correctly generated. This 
can not be achieved with a delocalized electron model. Since 
the transition probabilities are quite large at 63-84°C, anH 
the spectra are not so well resolved at room temperature, it 
was not possible to study the temperature dependence of the 
transition probabilities. The temperature dep은ndence c이Ud 
be seen clearly at the polycrystalline spectra13 of H2PV(IV)V2 
at 300-100K. Simulation of these polycrystalline spectra 
would allow us to determine the activation energy for the 
intramolecular electron transfer. This remains as the most 
challenging problem.
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